My Web Manager’s Prophetic Dream
About a week and a half ago I received a very interesting email
message from my web manager in Australia and she had received a
very prophetic dream and I really don't interpret dreams very often on
this program, except maybe that dream that Barack Obama had, and I
don't consider myself very good at it, but this was such a startling
dream I wanted to let you my subscribers know about it. And I'd like to
know your interpretations.
So, without further ado, let me read what she wrote to me: 'Hi William,
if it's okay I'd like to share this dream with you I just had; I'm still
a bit shaken by it and it's still very clear in my mind.' And she calls
this her 'Leopard Dream' and she sent me a picture of what the leopard
looked like in her dream.

'I was in an old city somewhere and I'd lost my daughter. I was
crying because I couldn't find my phone to call her. I then found
my phone and called emergency to which she surprisingly
answered. I was so relieved! And she told me where she was and
so I hurried to meet her. Suddenly a huge leopard came the other
way about 20 feet high. As the size of a man - leopard ratio is in
real life the opposite was true. The leopard passed me by and
could have easily killed me with its paw but it appeared frightened
and going away from something. I was frozen to the spot but after
seeing it go on I hurried away with the masses of other people
running in different directions. I turned the corner and there was a
big, ancient church with a massive arched doorway. I stared in
disbelief as more gigantic leopards were bounding out straight
through the church's arch.
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These leopards had bright, almost iridescent pink and fancily
trimmed jackets on, with riders, chasing that missing leopard
which did not have any riders or fancy clothes.
I knew at this moment this was a
dream because of the pink jackets
but it was so very real. I suddenly
awoke as I was so very afraid.
I remembered that Obama was the
Leopard and that's why I thought I'd
share this terrifying dream with you.
I came to the conclusion that the
homosexuals are taking over. If you have any thoughts on this
dream please let me know, kind regards.'
Well thank you so much for this letter. Here is my response and let me
see what you subscribers think about what I said: ‘Yes I believe your
dream is significant. I think the first part about finding your
daughter shows you have fears which are not as serious as you
think and which are easily resolved. Your real concern should be
what is going on in the Church. I'm sure the Leopards symbolize
the clergy although it is a very unusual symbol. In fact, I now
believe that this lone leopard which was being chased symbolized
Pope Benedict. The Bible usually refers to the clergy as stars. In
fact, I thought right away the leopard would be Obama, but not in
this case, because they come out of the church. Your dream is
saying that the pink, that is the homosexual clergy, in fact, I think
they're called in the Vatican, the ‘gay mafia', have taken over the
church and are driving the good clergy out.’ And if you listen to
Michael Voris he will verify this. And maybe your message is for me
personally, since I have been concentrating on Donald Trump lately
and I should be doing more videos on the Francis Fiasco.'
Well she received my response and she wrote back to me some more
details which are also very interesting: 'The dream is still in my mind
and I'll tell you the rest in case it is important for you in any way.
In the dream I was in a calm state after I knew that my daughter
was safe. The many people around me in the Piazza were also in a
normal and calm mood which means, suddenly seeing this giant
leopard the more shocking. I knew that they were leopards in the
dream; I saw the spots up close. The look on its face, a disturbing
look, as it passed right by me, uninterested and the distinctive
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bend in the tail, which only leopards have. The leopard was about
three or four times my height and I wondered where in the world it
came from. In this picture I would come up to the knee height. In
the dream I was not thinking of Obama or anything; I thought it
was real and I was in my hometown until I saw how ancient the
town and the church was. I can still remember the bright pink
color of the clothes of the leopards chasing the stray plain one. It
was like this.
(The color was exactly like the Bishops wear).

The riders on the leopards were proud men, sitting up straight
with smart looking white military type uniforms on; like this, with
a black belt around their middle and black light like helmets, like
policemen or men of importance (and I'm not sure who these tiny
men represent, maybe demons, and maybe you have some
suggestions).
The hats / helmets had extra material coming down
from the sides. They held a long riding whip like
jockeys do on horses only it was about 15 feet long.
One had a black moustache. Their uniforms had
decorations of gold; the saddle was also extravagantly
decorated and it held up a canopy type structure,
probably to shade the rider from the sun. The pink
clothes of the leopards had trimmings and tassels on
them which moved around as the leopards ran. The
pink clothes extended down to the leopards' calves.
The terror was how obedient these huge animals were
to the tiny proud riders on them (I suspect in her dream,
she saw these leopards coming out of church which were
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affected by materialism as well as perverse sexuality; that's my
interpretation). The church was ancient and had stone walls and a
massive arch very much like this.
The arch was so high I was shocked to see the leopards and
riders suddenly come out with the canopy above the rider just
missing the top of the arch. They chased the other leopard like a
pack of dogs would chase a fox. I was right there as they passed
by. This has been one of the most frightening dreams I ever had
in my whole life. I couldn't even make up a dream like this.'
I'm sure you couldn't. I mean, this struck me right away as a true
prophetic dream, not just the type of an ordinary dream that all of us
have. I have had one or two prophetic dreams in my life and you know
right away that they are different and you remember them; you
remember them the rest of your life. Some people say they have many
prophetic dreams. I've only had a few and this is the only one that she
has told me about. But the Bible says that in these End Times: 'your
young men shall have visions and your old men shall have
dreams' and 'the Holy Spirit will be poured out on all flesh.' So let
me know what you think.
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